A numerical method is proposed to compute high-frequency low-leakage modes in structural waveguides surrounded by infinite solid media. In order to model arbitrary shape structures, a waveguide formulation is used, which consists of applying to the elastodynamic equilibrium equations a space Fourier transform along the waveguide axis and then a discretization method to the cross-section coordinates. However several numerical issues must be faced related to the unbounded nature of the cross-section, the number of degrees of freedom required to achieve an acceptable error in the high-frequency regime as well as the number of modes to compute. In this paper, these issues are circumvented by applying perfectly matched layers (PML) along the cross-section directions, a high-order spectral element method for the discretization of the cross-section, and an eigensolver shift suited for the computation of low-leakage modes. First, computations are performed for an embedded cylindrical bar, for which literature results are available. The proposed PML waveguide formulation yields good agreement with literature results, even in the case of weak impedance contrast. Its performance with high-order spectral elements is assessed in terms of convergence and accuracy and compared to traditional low-order finite elements. Then, computations are performed for an embedded square bar. Dispersion curves exhibit strong similarities with cylinders. These results show that the properties of low-leakage modes observed in cylindrical bars can also occur in other types of geometry.
Introduction
The modeling of structural waveguides is essential to understand the multimodal and dispersive propagation of guided waves in solids. A typical application of elastic guided waves is non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods. The knowledge of modal properties of guided waves is necessary to optimize inspection systems by selecting the most suitable propagation modes for NDE, that is to say, the less dispersive and less attenuated modes. For canonical geometries (plates and cylinders), waveguides can be modeled thanks to analytical methods based on the Thomson-Haskell method or the global matrix method [1, 2] to provide modal characteristics as a function of frequency (dispersion curves).
Waveguides can be classified into two categories: closed waveguides (of bounded cross-section) and open waveguides (of unbounded cross-section). Of particular interest in this paper is the latter category, which includes: buried or embedded structures, partially buried waveguides and surface waveguides. Open waveguides are widely encountered in civil engineering. As typical applications, one can cite the NDE of steel rock bolts and bridge cables [3, 4] or buried pipes. Such structures are elongated and buried into an external medium (e.g. grout, concrete, soil), which can usually be considered as unbounded in the transverse direction.
Numerical methods are required for the modeling of arbitrary shape waveguides. One powerful numerical method consists of assuming the axial dependence of acoustic fields in the equations to be solved, and then to apply a discretization method (usually the finite element method (FEM)) to the remaining coordinates, i.e. the cross-section.
As far as closed elastic waveguides are concerned, this method has been widely applied under various names, among which: semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method [5, 6, 7] , waveguide finite element method [8, 9] , strip element method [10] or more recently the so-called scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM) [11, 12] . These names indeed all refer to the same theoretical formulation, which will be referred to as waveguide formulation throughout this paper. The SBFEM uses a somehow different formalism to derive the equations but yields the same quadratic eigenproblem and elementary matrices as the other methods (the SBFEM actually differs only in the interpolation functions and the eigensystem linear form chosen to solve the problem).
With open waveguides, numerical methods must yet face difficulties due to the unbounded nature of the cross-section. This issue is enhanced by the intrinsic transverse growth to infinity of leaky modes, well-known in electromagnetism (see Ref. [13] for instance). To circumvent these difficulties, the waveguide formulation must be combined with other techniques.
An additional numerical difficulty is that the less attenuated modes in open elastic waveguides usually occur in a very high frequency regime [3, 4] . This phenomenon is due to radiation losses, greater in a low-frequency regime, as opposed to material viscoelastic losses (which increases with frequency). Since the modal density increases with frequency, a large number of modes should be computed to identify these high-frequency low-leakage modes. Moreover their computation with the traditional FEM, using low-order elements, would require a very fine discretization involving a huge number of degrees of freedom (dofs) .
For modeling open waveguides, one of the simplest numerical procedures consists of creating artificial viscoelastic layers in the surrounding medium for absorbing waves [14, 15] . Waveguide formulations combined with the boundary element method have been recently developed to model three-dimensional elastic waveguides embedded in a solid [16, 17] or in a fluid [18] . The boundary element method avoids the discretization of the unbounded medium but yields a highly nonlinear eigenproblem, quite difficult to solve. Gravenkamp et al. [19] have proposed a simplified boundary condition, namely the dashpot boundary condition. This dashpot condition is usually no longer accurate for low frequency or for a low contrast of acoustic impedance. Similarly to the boundary element method, Hayashi et al. [20] have applied an exact radiation condition for two-dimensional plates and have successfully transformed the resulting nonlinear eigenproblem into a linear one. This transformation is yet only applicable to fluid external media. Besides, the extension to three-dimensional waveguides requires far-field approximations [21] .
An alternative technique consists of using perfectly matched layers (PML). In addition to providing a linear eigenproblem in a straightforward manner, the PML approach remains applicable even for low contrast media. This technique has been applied to electromagnetic waveguides [22, 23] , scalar waveguide problems [24, 25] and more recently to elastic waveguides [26, 27] . From a mathematical point of view, this approach turns out to be relevant because both leaky modes and PML can be defined through analytic continuations. Moreover, the convergence of the method for computing resonances in open systems has been proved for scalar wave problems [28, 29] . In practice, the user can adjust PML parameters (thickness for instance) to check convergence towards physical solutions. Conversely as far as the dashpot boundary condition and artificial viscoelastic layers are concerned, theoretical explanations are still missing about the expected accuracy or convergence of solutions, in particular when the contrast of impedance becomes weak [30] (a comparison with these methods, although simple to implement, is left beyond the scope of this paper). One drawback with PML is that part of the exterior domain needs to be meshed, which may increase the computational cost compared to boundary element methods. Nevertheless, the thickness of the absorbing region can be greatly reduced compared to viscoelastic layers [27] thanks to the perfectly matched property.
In fact, the main drawback of the PML waveguide formulation is that the absorbing region leads to the existence of modes resonating mainly inside the PML. These modes can be viewed as discrete sets of two radiation mode continua in elastic problems [26] . In practice, solving the eigenproblem can lead to the computation of many radiation modes, of less interest for NDE applications, for only a limited number of leaky modes. And the computation cost of eigensolvers particularly increases with the number of modes to calculate.
The goal of this paper is to propose a numerical method for the computation of high-frequency leaky modes in open solid waveguides. To do so, the waveguide formulation is combined with a PML technique. The resulting approach leads to a nonstandard eigenvalue problem which is quadratic and not self-adjoint. The cross-section is discretized with high-order spectral elements. Their performance for solving this specific eigenproblem is assessed in terms of convergence and accuracy and compared to traditional low-order finite elements. As expected, using high-order spectral elements enables to significantly reduce the number of dofs needed in the high-frequency regime to achieve a given discretization error. To circumvent the problem of calculating many modes, a property specific to low attenuation modes in embedded waveguides is used. In cylindrical structures, it has been found that low-leakage modes are of compressional type with phase velocities close to the longitudinal bulk velocity of the core [3] . The numerical results obtained in the present paper shows that this property still holds for other types of geometry. The computation of eigenvalues is hence centered around the wavenumber of bulk longitudinal waves, which allows to drastically reduce the number of modes to compute.
In this paper, three-dimensional waveguides are considered. The case of two-dimensional waveguides is less critical since the modal problem is one-dimensional and discretized with line elements, yielding rather fast computations even in a high-frequency regime.
Numerical method

Open waveguide formulation with PML
Linear elastic materials are assumed. The time-harmonic dependence of acoustic fields is chosen as e −iωt . Taking advantage of the symmetry of the stress tensor, the three-dimensional equilibrium equations of elastodynamics can be written as:
whereŨ is the acoustic displacement vector field andσ is the Voigt notation representation of the stress tensor (σ is a six-dimensional vector). The stress-strain relation is given byσ =Cǫ, withC andǫ denoting the matrix of material properties and the strain vector respectively. The superscript T denotes the matrix transpose. The operatorL is defined byL = L i ∂ ∂xi , where the Einstein summation convention is used for i (i = 1, 2, 3) and:
(
Let us denote x 3 , the axis of the waveguide. In order to account for the unbounded nature of the crosssection, a PML is applied along the cross-section real variables x α (α = 1, 2). This is achieved by extending the elastodynamic equilibrium equations into complex coordinatesx α (x α ) in order to absorb waves in the surrounding medium, with:
where γ α is a complex-valued function of x α in the absorbing region defined by d α < |x α | ≤ d α + h α . The user-defined parameters h α and d α denote the PML thickness and the position of the interface between the PML and the physical region, along the x α -axis (see Fig. 1a ). The function γ α is also user-defined and must satisfy:
First, a change of variable is performed to transform the equilibrium equations (1) back to real coordinates. From Eq. (3), the change of variablesx α → x α , yields for any functionf :
wheref (
. In real coordinates, the strain-displacement relation is hence written as:
where the Einstein summation's rule is used for cross-section coordinates with Greek indices (α = 1, 2). The notation (·) ,i denotes partial derivatives with respect to the real coordinates x i (i = 1, 2, 3). Then, the axial variable is separated into the elastodynamic equilibrium equations by expressing the acoustic fields with a harmonic dependence in e ikx3 , where k is the axial wavenumber. The three-dimensional acoustic displacement vector field U can then be written as:
The discretization method, e.g. the FEM, is applied to the two-dimensional cross-section of the waveguide by interpolating the acoustic displacement u on each element e as follows:
where the column vector U e contains nodal displacements and N e is a matrix of nodal interpolating functions on the element mapped to a square rectangle [−1; +1] × [−1; +1] in the reference plane (ξ, η). The Jacobian matrix of the transformation from (x 1 , x 2 ) to (ξ, η) will be denoted by J e (ξ, η). From Eqs. (4)- (7), the weak form of the equilibrium equations of elastodynamics integrated on the cross-section S (dS = dx 1 dx 2 ) finally yields the following eigenvalue problem:
with the elementary matrices:
Additional details on the elastic PML waveguide formulation can be found in Ref. [27] .
Spectral elements
The PML waveguide formulation can be further enhanced by discretizing the cross-section with highorder spectral elements instead of traditional low-order finite elements.
The SEM was originally applied to transient problems in fluid dynamics [31] and later in elastic wave propagation (see for instance Refs. [32, 33] ). The SEM is indeed able to deliver low dispersion error and is particularly attractive for fully three-dimensional problems or high-frequency wave problems, which require intensive computations.
Like the FEM, the SEM uses Lagrange interpolation polynomials. The main difference is that the SEM interpolation is based on Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) nodes instead of equispaced nodes, together with the use of GLL quadrature rules instead of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. For a quadrangle spectral element of order r, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as follows:
where the h i 's (i = 1, ..., r + 1) denotes the one-dimensional Lagrange interpolants of order r: and the ξ i 's denotes the r + 1 GLL points along the direction ξ, defined by the roots of (1 − ξ 2 )P ′ r (ξ) = 0 with P r (ξ) denoting the Legendre polynomial of degree r. The same definition holds for the η j 's, the r + 1 GLL points along the direction η. The GLL weights ω i (i = 1, ..., r + 1) used for the quadrature rule are given by:
, ω i = 2 r(r + 1)P r (ξ i ) 2 (i = 2, ..., r)
with ξ 1 = −1 and ξ r+1 = +1. The integrals in Eq. (9) are then evaluated from the numerical quadrature: Figure 1a shows a typical example of SEM mesh used in this paper with the PML waveguide formulation. Note that positioning the internal nodes at the GLL quadrature points is crucial to ensure an order of convergence of the approximated eigenvalues with a rate of h 2r [34] (where h is a measure of the size of elements). Conversely, the FEM traditionally uses equispaced nodes and suffers from Runge's phenomenon and a rapid increase of condition numbers as the order of interpolation increases (see for instance Refs. [35, 36] ).
Structure of the eigenvalue problem
With the SEM, the interpolation nodes coincide with the quadrature points so that:
This naturally leads to a diagonal mass matrix M and also enables to reduce the computation cost of the derivatives (·) ,ξ and (·) ,η [37] . For transient problems, the diagonalization of the mass matrix drastically reduces the computation cost. Yet for the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (8) , this property could only be useful provided that ω be the eigenvalue and that k be then set to a fixed real value. Such an approach is only applicable to lossless waveguides in practice.
In this paper, our interest focuses on leaky modes, which have complex eigenvalues because of radiation loss. Given ω, Eq. (8) is a quadratic eigenvalue problem with respect to the eigenvalue k. This quadratic problem can be transformed to a linear eigenproblem as follows:
with:
Other linear forms are possible [38] . In this paper, the eigensystem (15) is solved with the ARPACK library [39] , appropriate for large sparse matrices and based on the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method. Without PML, the above linear form has the advantage of yielding a Hermitian matrix B that is wellsuited for an efficient treatment by the library [40] . However with PML and FEM, K 3 is a symmetric banded sparse matrix, non-Hermitian, and so is B.
With PML and SEM, the non-Hermitian matrix K 3 indeed becomes block diagonal with blocks of dimension three, as shown in Appendix A. The matrix K 3 can thus be easily inverted, as well as B, so that the eigenvalue problem given by Eqs. (15)-(16) can be readily recast into a standard eigenvalue problem, (B −1 A − kI)Û = 0, less consuming in terms of memory and more efficiently solved by the eigensolver. Note that the matrix K 3 is diagonal in the case of isotropic materials. It also remains diagonal for transversely isotropic materials as shown in Appendix A.
Eigensolver shift
With the ARPACK library, a specified number of eigenvalues is looked for around a user-defined shift. A property specific to low attenuation modes in embedded waveguides is used to circumvent the problem of calculating too many modes. In cylindrical structures, low-leakage modes are of compressional type [3] . These modes, usually labelled as L(0, n), are of interest for NDE because they combine low axial attenuation, low dispersion as well as high energy velocity at some particular frequencies. These specific frequencies occur close to the longitudinal bulk velocity of the core, denoted as c l0 . In order to find these modes, the computation of eigenvalues can hence be centered around the wavenumber shift k 0 = ω/c l0 . In this way, the user-defined number of modes to compute can be greatly reduced. This avoids the computation of many radiation or highly attenuated leaky modes, of less interest in practice. Figure 2 shows an example of eigenspectrum computed with the PML waveguide formulation. One considers a steel cylindrical bar embedded in cement grout (a full description of this test case is given in Sec. 3.1). The spectrum is dimensionless and plotted for −k 2 a 2 , where a is a characteristic length defined later. The dimensionless frequency is set to ωa/c s0 = 10, with c s0 denoting the shear bulk velocity of the core. Two kinds of modes occur. The first kind corresponds to radiation modes. These modes can be interpreted as the discretization of two continua (branch cuts) emanating from the branch points −ω 2 a 2 /c 2 l∞ and −ω 2 a 2 /c 2 s∞ , where c l∞ and c s∞ denote the bulk longitudinal and shear wave velocities of the external medium. As shown in Ref. [27] , the radiation poles are approximately located along straight lines rotated in the complex plane from the real axis with an angle equal to −2 arg(d α + h αγα ) (the hat is used to denote the mean value inside the PML). Leaky modes are then revealed in the region covered by the rotation of radiation modes.
As observed in Fig. 2 , the wavenumber shift k 0 a = ωa/c l0 allows to focus the computation of eigenvalues on the leaky mode region where low-leakage modes of compressional type occur. Setting a sufficiently small number of modes to compute around k 0 avoids the computation of radiation modes.
Results
Parameters
One considers a viscoelastic steel cylindrical bar embedded in a viscoelastic cement grout. Both materials are isotropic. Their properties are given in Table 1 . This test case is taken from Refs. [2, 3, 41] . With viscoelasticity, Young's modulus and Poissons ratio are complex and given by:
with the complex bulk velocitiesc l andc s :
where β l and β s denote the bulk wave attenuations in Neper per wavelength.
The following parabolic profile is adopted for both the real and the imaginary parts of the PML functions γ α (α = 1, 2):
whereγ α is the mean value of γ α in the direction x α inside the PML and quantifies the PML absorption. In this paper, the PML parameters are set to:γ α =2+4i, h α = 0.5a and d α = a with a denoting the radius of the steel bar. A Dirichlet condition is applied at the PML exterior boundaries. Note that the PML interface is set as close as possible to the core in order to avoid spurious eigenvalues associated with large values of the norm of resolvent [26] . In this paper, the dispersion curves will be plotted both for the energy velocity and the attenuation. The attenuation in dB/m is defined as 8.686 Im(k). Following Ref. [42] , the energy velocity of open waveguides can be defined by restricting the integration of fields on S 0 , the cross-section of the core (i.e. excluding the unbounded surrounding region):
where Π denotes the time-averaged axial component of the Poynting vector, E k and E p are the time-averaged kinetic and potential energy respectively. These quantities can be post-processed in a straightforward manner from the matrices and solutions of the eigensystem (8) as follows [27] :
The notation (·) is used to denote the restriction of vectors and matrices to the dofs of the core. The finite element meshes are built from the free software Gmsh [43] , which allows generating high-order elements with equispaced nodes. The resulting equispaced nodes are then moved to GLL points thanks to an external in-house routine.
Keeping in mind the purpose of modeling arbitrary shape waveguides, the symmetry of cross-sections is not accounted for in this paper although it could have been used to further reduce the computational cost.
Dispersion curves
In order to plot the dispersion curves, the eigenvalue problem (15) is solved for 400 evenly spaced frequencies up to the frequency-radius of 26 MHz-mm, i.e. a maximum dimensionless frequency ωa/c s0 equal to 50. Note that the function γ α given by Eq. (19) is independent of ω, which avoids the calculation of matrices at each frequency.
The geometry is discretized with the SEM of order 4 (25-node quadrangles), which is a widespread choice for meshing arbitrary shape geometry (see for instance [44] ). A meshing criterion of at least 5 points per wavelength is satisfied. The minimum wavelength in steel is its shear wavelength at the maximum frequency, λ s /a = c s /f a ≃ 1/8. Hence, satisfying a 5 point per wavelength criterion roughly requires 8 spectral elements of order 4 along the bar radius. Figure 1a exhibits the spectral element mesh used in the analysis.
For comparison, the problem is also solved by discretizing the geometry with the FEM of order 2 (ninenode quadrangles). The corresponding mesh, shown in Fig 1b, is generated by subdividing each quadrangle of the 4th spectral element mesh into 4 quadrangles. This enables to generate exactly the same number of nodes and dofs in both meshes (here, 39267 dofs).
As already explained in Sec. 2.4, the eigenvalue search is centered around the shift k 0 = ω/c l0 . In practice, only 25 computed modes were necessary at each frequency to find the high-frequency low-leakage modes, namely the L(0, n) modes. Figure 3 shows the energy velocity and attenuation dispersion curves computed with the meshes of Fig. 1 . The attenuation curves obtained with the 4th order SEM are in agreement over the whole frequency range with those of Ref. [2] , obtained from an analytical approach based on a global matrix method (software Disperse [45] ), while some differences are found with the energy velocity for the highest frequencies. This is due to the fact that the eigenvectors, required to post-process the energy velocity, are numerically determined with a lower accuracy than the eigenvalues [34] . As found in Refs. [3, 41] , it can be observed that the attenuation minima of the L(0, n) modes almost coincide with their energy velocity maxima. Besides, the successive attenuation minima decrease up to 23 MHz-mm and then increase slowly. This phenomenon is explained by the counteracting effects of viscoelasticity and leakage on guided waves (the former tends to increase the attenuation as the frequency increases and conversely for the latter).
As expected, the accuracy of results computed with the traditional 2nd order FEM deteriorates in the high-frequency regime. It is well-known that at least four 2nd order elements per wavelength are necessary to get an acceptable convergence of numerical results, that is to say, 9 points per wavelength. Here, such a criterion is satisfied up to the frequency 13 MHz-mm and yields a close agreement with the 4th order SEM.
In Table 2 , numerical values are quantitatively compared to those of Ref. [41] , providing the minimum attenuation of a few modes and their corresponding frequency. Very good agreement is found. The less attenuated mode turns out to be L(0, 12) at 22.9 MHz-mm. Discrepancies are expectedly greater with the 2nd order FEM, in particular for the frequency values. 
Numerical convergence
The numerical convergence of solutions is now assessed through h-refinement. Four meshes are considered by successively dividing by a factor 2 the average size of quadrangles. The characteristics of meshes are given in Table 3 . The mesh used in the previous subsection for plotting the dispersion curves is Mesh 3. For a given mesh number, the number of nodes and dofs with 4th order elements is identical with 2nd order elements, because each 4th order quadrangle element has been divided into four 2nd order quadrangles similarly to the example given by Fig. 1 . As a consequence, the number of 2nd order elements is exactly equal to four times the number of 4th order elements.
The reference value k r is chosen as the numerical value computed with the finest mesh (mesh 4). The numerical convergence of the problem is assessed under a specified set of PML parameters. This allows to get rid of the effects of PML parameters on convergence. One recalls that PML parameters are user-defined and should be optimized for each mesh and frequency. Such an optimization is a well-known problem in the PML literature and is out of scope here. The PML parameters are those of Sec. 3.1 (they have shown to give satisfying results in Sec. 3.2).
The convergence curves are plotted for the wavenumber relative error, |k − k r |/|k r |, as a function of the mesh parameter N = c s /f h. N can be viewed as the number of grid steps per wavelength along one direction. The number of points (nodes) per wavelength is hence N + 1. Two modes are considered at their respective minimum attenuation: the L(0, 8) mode at 13.1 MHz-mm (k r = 13.6121 + 0.0235i) and the L(0, 12) mode at 22.9 MHz-mm (k r = 24.0195 + 0.0184i). Figure 4 shows the convergence curves computed with both the 4th order SEM and the 2nd order FEM. As expected, the former exhibits a higher rate of convergence.
When N is large enough, the convergence rates tend to the slope s = −2r (r being the element order), in agreement with the theoretical error found for symmetric eigenproblems [34] : |k − k r | = O(h 2r ). This asymptotic behavior can be clearly observed in Fig. 4a , as opposed to Fig. 4b where the value of N is not large enough owing to the higher frequency considered. Note that with the 2nd order FEM, no convergence can be clearly observed for the L(0, 12) mode.
Also shown in Fig. 4 is the relative error for the imaginary part of the wavenumber, |Im(k)−Im(k r )|/|Im(k r )|. The attenuation is a modal feature of great importance for NDE (it allows to estimate the maximum inspection distance). The assessment of its convergence and accuracy is thus of particular interest. With the 2nd order FEM, the convergence rate of the attenuation does not necessarily follow the theoretical slopes of convergence s = −2r. This is somehow an expected result because the imaginary part of the wavenumber is several orders of magnitude lower than the real part. Yet with the 4th order SEM, the imaginary part nearly follows the same slope as k.
In addition to the convergence rate, the vertical position of curves is another feature of importance as it gives a measure of the accuracy of elements and allows to determine how small h should be to reach an acceptable error. From Fig. 4 , it can roughly be found that an accuracy of 0.01% is reached on the wavenumber, together with an accuracy of 1% on its imaginary part, with only 5 or 6 points per wavelength with the 4th order SEM, while more than 9 points are necessary with the 2nd order FEM. Thus for the same level of accuracy in the dispersion curves of Fig. 3, a 2nd order FEM mesh should roughly have an element size 9/5 finer than the 4th order mesh, resulting in (9/5) 2 times more dofs (that is to say about 130, 000 dofs, here). Finally, the consistency of implementation of the SEM method is checked through p-refinement. The initial mesh is set as Mesh 1 of Tab. 3 for r=2. A p-refinement of this mesh is performed for r = 4, 6 and 8, yielding h/a = 16, 24 and 32 respectively. The reference solution is the numerical solution computed from an 8th order mesh with h/a = 64. Figure 5 shows the semi-log plots of the errors as a function of the element order r for the L(0, 4) mode at its minimum attenuation (5.3 MHz-mm, k r = 5.2004 + 0.0636i). As expected exponential convergence is achieved with respect to r: the curves exhibit a linear decrease with r (except for the lowest order). It is noteworthy that the exponential convergence turns out to hold for the imaginary part of the wavenumber also, which confirms the trends previously observed in Fig. 4 .
Weak contrast of material impedance
Low-leakage modes of compressional type actually have a motion that tends to vanish near the interface [3] and are less sensitive to the external medium. However, one expects that this sensitivity to the external medium will increase as the contrast of material impedance is getting weaker (the limiting case being identical materials). Hence, the feasibility of the proposed numerical approach needs to be demonstrated for a weak contrast of material impedance also.
The same test case as before is considered except that the external medium is now replaced with cast iron, which has properties close to steel (see Table 1 ). This test case is taken from Ref. [3] . The SEM mesh and the PML parameters are identical to those of Sec. 3.2. Figure 6 shows the attenuation dispersion curves obtained from the PML waveguide formulation. Setting a weak contrast of material impedance strongly changes the dispersion curves. Also shown in Fig. 6 are the analytical results of Ref. [3] (calculated from the software Disperse). A close agreement is found, which show the feasibility of the approach for a wide range of material contrast.
Compared to the previous test case, the minimum attenuation occurs for a low-order mode, the L(0,2) mode, which is due to a mode crossing behavior of its phase velocity (in the previous test case, such a behavior also occurs for the high-order L(0,12) mode). As explained in Ref. [3] , the phase velocity of the lowest attenuation mode indeed remains above the steel bulk longitudinal velocity and crosses the curves of the higher order modes. This mode crossing phenomenon is well reproduced by the numerical method.
As a side remark, the case of an external medium having faster bulk velocities than in the core is not discussed in this paper because it leads to the existence of trapped waves [46] and it seldom occurs for NDE applications (the external medium is usually made of soft materials). Furthermore as opposed to leaky modes, it is noteworthy that trapped modes do not loose energy in the external medium: they naturally decrease in the transverse direction so that their computation is less critical than leaky modes (trapped modes can yet be accurately computed with an elastic PML waveguide formulation also [26] ).
A non-canonical example
As a final example, a square steel bar embedded in cement grout is considered. No analytical solution is available in this case. This example has been studied in Ref. [16] in a low-frequency regime. Here, a high-frequency analysis is performed in order to identify the possibility of low-leakage modes. The material properties, the PML and solving parameters are identical to those of Sec. 3.2 except that 8th order spectral elements are used to discretize the geometry (81-node quadrangles). This order has been set to achieve an accuracy of approximately 1% for the lowest imaginary part of the eigenvalue with approximately 5 points per wavelength as before (the reference solution being obtained from a refined mesh having twice as many points). The element order must be greater than in the cylindrical case because of the singularities at re-entrant corners (i.e. corners at the steel-grout interface). Note that in this case, it could have been more advantageous to use a hp-adaptive refinement [47] or to use a radical mesh [48] rather than equispaced mesh, but such meshing strategies are left beyond the scope of this paper for simplicity. Note that a now denotes the half-width of the steel square bar. Figure 7 shows the mesh (28995 dofs). With 4 spectral elements of order 8 along the bar half-width, this mesh roughly satisfies a 5 point per wavelength criterion. Note that the PML interface position is still set to d α = a (the interface is hence now stuck to the square bar). Figure 8 shows the energy velocity and attenuation dispersion curves computed with 8th order elements. From a physical point of view, it is noteworthy that low-leakage modes occur in square bars similarly to cylindrical bars. The attenuation minima coincide with energy velocity maxima and the attenuation minima decrease up to a certain frequency (here, 22.5 MHz-mm) and then increase due to the predominance of viscoelastic attenuation in the limit of very high frequency. Besides, these low-leakage modes are still found near the longitudinal bulk wavenumber of the steel core, k 0 = ω/c l0 .
It has been checked by the inspection of mode shapes that these low-leakage modes are of longitudinal type. These modes are denoted as L n following the labeling used for free square bars in Ref. [49] . Similarly to cylindrical bars [3] , the low-leakage property of longitudinal modes indeed results from the weakness of the acoustic field at the core-embedment interface. Figure 9 shows the example of the L 12 axial displacement in the square bar, as well as that of the L(0, 12) mode in the cylindrical bar considered in Sec. 3.2. Both mode shapes clearly tend to vanish at the core-embedment interface. Table 4 gives some numerical results for the attenuation minima and their corresponding frequencies. These values remain quite close to those obtained for a cylindrical bar in Table 2 .
For comparison, Fig. 8 and Table 4 also provide the results computed with the 2nd order FEM (mesh not shown for paper conciseness). Each quadrangle of the 8th order SEM mesh has been subdivided into 16 quadrangles in order to generate exactly the same number of dofs between both meshes. It can be observed that the 2nd order FEM mesh fails to approximate the modal behavior of highest low-leakage modes and that the performance of 2nd order elements appears to be worse than in the cylindrical case. This can be attributed to the fact that the solutions for a square bar are not as smooth as those for a cylindrical bar due to the corner effects of the square geometry. From a physical point of view, these results show that the properties of low-leakage modes observed in the literature for cylindrical bars are hence likely to hold for other types of geometry. In particular, it can be inferred that low-leakage modes of longitudinal type still exist in waveguides of convex regular polygonal cross-section of rotational symmetry of order n ≥ 4 (owing to the fact that squares and circles can be viewed as extreme cases, corresponding to n = 4 and n → ∞ respectively).
Conclusion
A waveguide formulation has been proposed for the high-frequency modeling of open solid waveguides of arbitrary shapes. The formulation uses a PML technique to account for the infinite surrounding media and is based on a SEM discretization of the cross-section to achieve an acceptable accuracy with a reduced number of dofs in the high-frequency regime. By focusing on low-leakage modes, the eigensolver shift around the longitudinal bulk wavenumber of the core allows reducing the number of modes to compute. The PML technique has the advantage of not modifying the structure of the eigensystem, which can remain linear as for closed waveguides. Although the computational cost increases compared to closed waveguides because of the necessity of meshing part of the exterior region, the PML thickness can be quite small (typically half the characteristic length of the core in this paper).
The PML waveguide formulation has shown to perform well in the test case of an embedded cylindrical bar. Based on this formulation, the SEM expectedly outperforms the FEM. It allows to readily handle high dimensionless frequency, up to 50 in the paper results. As already found in the literature for cylindrical bars, it has been observed that the attenuation minima of the L(0, n) modes almost coincide with their energy velocity maxima. The successive attenuation minima decrease up to a certain frequency and then increase slowly due to the counteracting effects of viscoelasticity and leakage. Besides, a close agreement has been found with literature results obtained in the case of a weak contrast of impedance, which show the feasibility of the approach for a wide range of material contrast.
Finally, numerical results have been obtained for an embedded square bar, which has no analytical solution. These results show that low-leakage modes still occur near the bulk compressional phase velocity of the core, with the same dispersive features as their counterparts in cylinders. The properties of lowleakage modes in cylindrical bars are hence likely to hold for other types of geometry, including in particular convex regular polygonal cross-section of rotational symmetry.
where n = (r + 1) 2 is the number of nodes of the quadrangle, w l = ω i ω j , ξ denotes the point of coordinates (ξ, η) in the reference space and l = l(i, j) is defined as l = i + (r + 1)(j − 1).
The form of the interpolation matrix N e , as conventionally obtained from FEM, is: where I is the three-by-three identity matrix. Expanding the matrix products inside (A.2) allows to get the following expression: where p = 1, . . . , n and q = 1, . . . , n The two-dimensional interpolants N e p (p = 1, .., n) can be decomposed as the product between the onedimensional interpolants h e i : N e p (ξ, η) = h e i (ξ)h e j (η). From the SEM property (14) , one gets the following relation: which shows that K e 3 is block diagonal with square blocks of dimension three. From Eq. (A.5), K e 3 is diagonal if C 35 = C 36 = C 56 = 0, i.e. for isotropic materials and transversely isotropic materials.
